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Your Committee
The ASSA NSW committee for 2013 is:
President

Andrew McKellar
0430 717 622
 Emails/Mailouts/Newsletter
 Assist Publicity Officer

toymax@sportsedan.com.au

Vice President

Chris Jackson
 MRAP Delegate

0409 209 480

jacksonc@internode.on.net

Secretary

Mick Johnson

0433 155 188

mick@mickjohnson.com.au

Treasurer

Anthony Macready

0421 010 380

anthony@agmengineering.com.au

Committee

Erik Gattermeier
0408 296 501
 Membership Officer
 NSW State/Club Competitor Liaison

info@bavariacars.com.au

Committee

Rod McKellar
 Publicity Officer

mckrod069@optusnet.com.au

Committee

Geoffory Whittaker
0424 532 735
 National Series Liaison

redsracing@bigpond.com

Committee

Sean Sullivan
0419 851 085
 Official Point Scorer
 Website Design & Maintenance
 Club Apparel

sean@sullivanmotorsport.com.au

Committee

Nick Smith
0404 842 704
mr_boost_45psi@hotmail.com
 Interstate Liaison
 Assist NSW State/Club Competitor Liaison

0432 436 781

Club Meetings are held at:
O'Donoghue's Irish Pub (Upstairs function room)
99 Great Western Highway,
Emu Plains, NSW, 2750
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ASSA (NSW) CALENDAR OF EVENTS 2013


*** No Committee Meeting for 1st Tuesday in January or February ***



Tuesday 29th January – Committee Meeting



8th/9th February Support Category, 12-Hour Event, Bathurst



Tuesday 5th March – Committee Meeting, General Meeting



Tuesday 2nd April – Committee Meeting



27th/28th April NSW Round 1 Wakefield Park



Tuesday 7th May – Committee Meeting, General Meeting



Tuesday 4th June – Committee Meeting



22nd/23rd June NSW Round 2 Sydney Motorsport Park



Tuesday 2nd July – Committee Meeting



Tuesday 6th August – Committee Meeting, General Meeting



10th/11th August NSW Round 3 Wakefield Park



Tuesday 3rd September – Committee Meeting



21st/22nd September NSW Round 4 Sydney Motorsport Park



Tuesday 1st October – Committee Meeting



Wednesday 6th November – Committee Meeting *** Wednesday this month only***



9th/10th November NSW Round 5 Sydney Motorsport Park



Friday 29th November - Presentation Night



Tuesday 3rd December – Committee Meeting, Annual General Meeting
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Race Report Round 2
Round 2 of the Kumho Tyres NSW Sports Sedan Championship was held in trying conditions more
reminiscent of Wakefield Park or Mallala in August, with cold, wind and lots of rain featuring on the
weekend, especially on Sunday for Races 2 & 3.
A good field of 24 cars was entered for Round 2, although that number was whittled away a little on Friday
by Joe Said and Saturday by Tim Miller, both for very different reasons. 22 cars were therefore left to battle
out the rest of the weekend.
Round 2 was proudly sponsored by:

AND

A big welcome to the ranks of NSW Sports Sedans for a few drivers who made their first appearance this
year at this round, with spectacular results in more ways than one. Andy Cantrell joined the field for the
first time since last year in his Cantrell Motorsports Ford Falcon. Jason Compton also returned after an
absence in the Winmalee Car Care BMW 318i, having a couple of dramas over the weekend but also
providing the most talked-about Sports Sedan moment in ages. New members for 2013 also hit the track
this round, with Peter McLeod in the Slick 50 Racing Mazda RX7 showing the younger drivers the way
around, in a car that he and his team are still in the process of sorting. Ed Kreamer was another newcomer
in his pristine Mitsubishi Evo 9, giving the Division 3 guys some more competition. Darrin Renouf was
also back on track after his disastrous Round 1, with the EnviroPress VS Commodore now running
properly.
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Most of the regular runners were back as well, with a few cars having been repaired since Wakefield Park.
Birol Cetin left Round 1 with a handy championship lead and was hoping to increase that at Round 2. There
were plenty of others wanting to spoil that party though, not the least of which was Chris Jackson, who was
desperate to break out of his run of DNFs and poor results. Geoff Whittaker is always fast at Sydney
Motorsport Park, but with the likes of Anthony Macready, Scott Reed, Steve Shiels, Stuart Inwood, Grant
Doulman and Simon Copping all in with a chance of a very quick lap time, there was certainly going to be
some competition at the pointy end this weekend.
Friday Practice
Friday saw dry but overcast conditions, with a limited number of sessions available due to the amount of
categories lined up for this event – a throwback to the stuff-up with the calendar dates for 2013. It also
meant categories were sharing the sessions, meaning lots of cars on track at once and headaches for some
pit lane officials who were unable to tell them apart.
Joe Said went out in his Fiat 124 coupe in an early session, only to do an engine seal that would see the car
out for the weekend. Disappointing for Joe and for Tony Long, who was entered as the driver of the car for
this round. Erik Gattermeier didn’t do much better in the Stevens Security BMW, breaking an axle early in
the day. Luckily he was able to get a new axle made, courtesy of Anthony Macready and AGM
Engineering and Erik had the car back together late Friday night and ready for the weekend’s racing.
The rest of the day was relatively trouble free for those that participated, with a bit of time spent on setup
and generally just trying to put some clean laps in, in preparation for qualifying on Saturday.
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Qualifying – 15 Minutes
Sports Sedans were late on the race program for the weekend, so there seemed to be a lot of standing
around and waiting prior to qualifying, particularly for those crews who had sorted their cars on the Friday.
When the cars hit the track the weather was cool and overcast, but there was no real threat of rain – at least
not yet.

Although Tim Miller was entered for the Sports Sedans, he and his Mazda RX3/808 were also entered in
the Improved Production category. Miller was on the track qualifying with the Improved Production cars
while the rest of the Sports Sedans were on the dummy grid, and once he qualified in pole position there, he
decided to concentrate his efforts with the other category for the round and therefore didn’t compete with
the Sports Sedans this time around.
Chris Jackson was the first onto the circuit in his Kumho Race Tyres/CSJ Engineering Calibra, quickly
getting up to speed in an effort to get some quick times in before traffic became a factor. Simon Copping
had the same idea, getting the Industrie Commodore to the front of the queue on their out lap and
attempting to get on with it quickly.

Birol Cetin was also hoping to go quick in qualifying, but his session was over without any timed laps
being put down when the Billy’s Automotive Services Camaro broke an axle. The car would be repaired in
time for Race 1, which Cetin would start from the rear of the grid.
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The rear hatch on the Interlloy Pty Ltd Nissan 300ZX of Anthony Macready came loose when it popped
some Dzus fasteners and was flapping around enough to necessitate a trip into the pits to repair it.
Both Erik Gattermeier and Glenn Pro had dramas with over-boost on their turbos. Gattermeier was able to
sort the BMW by adjusting the tuning settings, with Pro having to make some changes to the blow-off
valve arrangement to get around his issue in the Supra.

Meanwhile Grant Doulman wasn’t having a lot of fun, with his Sinoco LED Factory Lighting Commodore
suffering handling issues and having a couple of spins. That didn’t stop him qualifying on the front row
though, with his time of 1:34.4246 placing him 2 nd quickest.

The second row was filled by Scott Reed in the Pro-Cut Concrete Mustang and the Red’s Racing Service
Commodore of Geoff Whittaker, with only a couple of hundredths separating the two.

Jeff Brown was the fastest Division 2 qualifier, putting the Falcon 9th on the grid with a cracking time of
1:38.2258.
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But the session belonged to Chris Jackson, who placed the Calibra on pole position by more than a second
with a time of 1:33.2974, claiming his first championship points for 2013 in the process. He was also
proving a good advertisement for our major sponsor Kumho Tyres, by claiming pole on tyres that were
already three meetings old.

Race 1 – 8 Laps (Timed Race)
By Saturday afternoon the cloud cover had increased and rain had been threatening, but for the time being
it held off and Race 1 was on a dry track. All 22 cars that had been out for qualifying were on track again
for Race 1, with Birol Cetin the one to watch as he was starting from rear of grid – not the best place to be
considering he was attempting to maintain his points lead in the State Championship.
The sound of 22 Sports Sedans roaring on the starting grid was, well, very loud. But utterly awesome, as
they always are. It is truly a sight and sound to behold. Once the lights went out every car launched, except
for Grant Doulman’s Commodore, which sat there in a fury of wheelspin. By the time he got moving he
was several places back in the field, his front row advantage now gone. Chris Jackson got away better in
the Calibra, but the Mustang of Scott Reed was better again, slipping up the inside of Jackson to lead the
field through turn 1. Anthony Macready also got a better start than most, placing the Nissan up into 3 rd
position for the first corner.
By the time the field got to turn 2, Scott Reed didn’t know what to do now he was leading. In his own
words, “I didn’t have a pace car”. Chris Jackson fixed that for him by taking the lead in the Calibra, with
the cars emerging from the hairpin with Jackson in front, followed by Reed, Macready, then the
Commodores of Simon Copping and Geoff Whittaker. Steve Shiels was next in the queue in his Central
West Driver Training Camaro, closely followed by fellow Bathurst boy Stuart Inwood in the Falcon, then
the Commodore of Grant Doulman.
Garry Stevens in the RX7 was next, then the Falcon of Jeff Brown, Steve Lacey in the Ripplestrip
Motorsport Commodore, Andy Cantrell in his Falcon and then Birol Cetin, who had already made up
several positions in the first half of the opening lap. Cetin then made his way past Cantrell at turn 5, making
up another position.
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As they came into the hairpin at turn 15 for the first time, Macready got up the inside of Reed’s Mustang,
taking 2nd position. Reed attempted to regain the position on the run up to turn 16 but couldn’t do it and was
relegated to 3rd. Birol Cetin’s Billy’s Automotive Services Camaro passed the Commodore of Steve Lacey
at turn 15, making up another spot and continuing his move forward through the field. Lacey was followed
by Andy Cantrell, then came the Sullivan Motorsport Corvette C6 of Sean Sullivan, then the Slick 50
Racing Mazda RX7 of Peter McLeod, Jason Compton in the BMW 318i, Erik Gattermeier’s BMW and
then Darrin Renouf in the Commodore. Renouf then drove up the inside of Gattermeier at turn 16, making
up a position.

The GTA Motorsport Alfetta of Andrew Leithhead was next, followed by the Supra of Glenn Pro, Ed
Kreamer in the Mitsubishi Evo 9 and the Businessflyer.com.au Datsun Stanza of Mick Johnson. It was all
over quickly for Peter McLeod, with the Mazda RX7 splitting a wheel rim when one of the rim bolts failed,
deflating the tyre. He recorded a DNF after only 1 lap.
Sean Sullivan’s straight-line speed in the Corvette would prove handy again this race, with him putting a
passing move on the Falcon of Andy Cantrell down the main straight, taking a position as they headed into
turn 1. Up the front of the field Chris Jackson was now building a good lead over Anthony Macready, with
the Kumho Race Tyres/CSJ Engineering Calibra proving fast and reliable this time out. They were
followed by Scott Reed’s Mustang, then Geoff Whittaker in the Red’s Racing Service Commodore, who
had put a move on the Commodore of Simon Copping at turn 2. Copping was followed by Steve Shiels in
the Camaro, then the Sinoco LED Factory Lighting Commodore of Grant Doulman, Stuart Inwood in the
Falcon and the Falcon of Jeff Brown, who was closely followed by the yellow Camaro of Birol Cetin.

As they came onto the main straight Cetin passed Brown and then set about chasing the Inwood Racing
Falcon of Stuart Inwood. At the same time, ahead of them on the straight Grant Doulman passed Simon
Copping to make up one of the positions he lost off the start, and behind them Sean Sullivan cruised past
the Commodore of Steve Lacey as they came down the straight.
Meanwhile up ahead at turn 2 Geoff Whittaker attempted to pass Scott Reed in the same way he had dealt
with Simon Copping on the previous lap, but this time it didn’t come off. Whittaker ran out of brakes as he
tried to turn in, sliding off the outside of the corner and losing several positions once he had regained the
track. He was now behind the Camaro of Birol Cetin, who was harassing Stuart Inwood in the Falcon.
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That put Steve Shiels up into 4th position in the Camaro, ahead of the Commodores of Grant Doulman and
Simon Copping. As they were heading into turn 6 Birol Cetin then passed the Falcon of Stuart Inwood,
making up another position and allowing Cetin to join the queue in what became a battle over several laps,
with seven cars racing hard and close for 2nd position.

Geoff Whittaker was trying to make up ground again, passing Stuart Inwood on the run up to turn 16. On
the following lap Birol Cetin got past Simon Copping, putting a move on up the inside at turn 15.
Meanwhile a little further afield there was a real race going on between the Winmalee Car Care BMW
318i of Jason Compton, the Darrin Renouf in the Enviropress Commodore and the BMW of Erik
Gattermeier. The three cars were as close as anything as they headed through turns 16, 17 & 18.
On the main straight meanwhile, Jeff Brown passed Stuart Inwood on the straight, with Brown now
enjoying the benefits of the engine work done on the Falcon since last year. At the same time and also on
the straight, Sean Sullivan’s Corvette passed the Stevens Security Group Mazda RX7 of Garry Stevens.
Erik Gattermeier got a good run out of turn 18 onto the main straight and was up next to the Commodore of
Darrin Renouf as they crossed the start line just behind the BMW of Jason Compton. As the three cars
headed into turn 1 however, everything broke loose for Compton. In the most spectacular turn 1 entry ever
seen in Sports Sedans, Compton’s car stepped out and spun, missing the end of the pit wall by centimetres
and then taking the apex perfectly – going backwards. Both Gattermeier and Renouf were on the brakes and
doing everything they could to avoid colliding with Compton’s car, with Gattermeier managing to dive up
the inside of him and Renouf having to take the long way around, onto the dirt and narrowly missing the
BMW as it flew, still spinning, across the track. Somehow though, none of them collided and all three were
able to continue, with Gattermeier now up two positions, followed by Renouf and then Compton. For
anyone who hasn’t seen the TV footage provided by DGB Media yet, you don’t know what you are
missing!

Meanwhile up front Chris Jackson was still leading the way, quite comfortably from Anthony Macready’s
Nissan 300ZX, which was still being hounded by the Mustang of Scott Reed and the other five cars of
Shiels, Doulman, Cetin, Copping and Whittaker. Simon Copping then had an anxious moment in the
Industrie Commodore, getting a little taily out of turn 6. He gathered it up fairly quickly, but it was enough
for Geoff Whittaker to get up inside him and get past for turn 14.
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The Cantrell Motorsports Falcon of Andy Cantrell got a run on the Commodore of Steve Lacey on the
main straight, getting past as they headed into turn 1. The two were ensconced in a close race that would
last several laps.

On the main straight Scott Reed got a chance, getting up the inside of Macready’s Nissan to take 2 nd
position. Behind them Grant Doulman in the Commodore made the same move up the inside of Steve
Shiels’ Camaro on the straight, with the two taking turn 1 together and Doulman only finally getting past at
turn 2 to take 4th position, with the racing in this pack of cars proving to be fantastic. By then Anthony
Macready had taken 2nd position back from Scott Reed, who had it all to do again. Birol Cetin also had a go
at Steve Shiels in turn 4, but couldn’t make it stick. Just ahead of them the Mustang of Scott Reed was all
over the back of Anthony Macready’s Nissan, with Reed moving left and right through each corner,
looking for a way past. By this time Macready had an engine misfire, which was later found to be caused
by a broken spark plug. So now running on 7 cylinders, Macready was in for a real fight to maintain 2 nd
position.
As they came onto the main straight again, Reed’s Mustang got a better run out of turn 18. Macready was
moving left across the track, and with Reed on that side without Macready seeing him, the yellow Mustang
nearly ended up running down the pit entry. Meanwhile Grant Doulman saw the right side of the track open
up, and with his excellent run onto the straight was preparing to pass both of them. Then Macready,
struggling for straight line speed in the Nissan and realising Scott Reed was up next to him, moved back
across the track to give him room. Reed was grateful and moved across with him, but that left Doulman
with a two car road block in front of him. As Macready came across Doulman then dived left and got up the
inside of the Nissan as they went into turn 1, with Reed now up into 2 nd position and Doulman in 3rd.

Just behind them the two Camaros of Steve Shiels and Birol Cetin were at it, with Cetin still trying to find a
way past but finally doing so on the main straight to make up one more position. They were closely
followed by the Commodore of Geoff Whittaker, who was maintaining good speed and waiting for things
to unfold in front of him. He didn’t have to wait long however, having a big dive under brakes at turn 2 to
get inside Steve Shiels and claim a position.
Meanwhile Jeff Brown and Stuart Inwood were having a good race in their Falcons, with Inwood having a
big lock-up braking for turn 15 and coming awful close to running into the back of Brown’s car. Once on
the main straight Inwood got a good run out of turn 18 and got past Brown, only to lose the position again
when Brown got back through up the inside at turn 1.
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Running up to turn 15 Birol Cetin had a go to get past the now slower Nissan 300ZX of Anthony
Macready, but Macready wasn’t going to give up the position easily, placing the car on the track so Cetin
had to try to make the move around the outside. It didn’t work, with Cetin locking a brake and running
wide, allowing Geoff Whittaker through into 5th position.
At the same time the Toyota Supra of Glenn Pro was having more engine dramas, and he pitted for a DNF
with over-boost, no oil pressure and bearing noise all claiming their tolls. He was out of the race and out for
the weekend. Jason Compton didn’t go a lot better, with engine issues also claiming the Winmalee Car
Care BMW 318i. Despite spending the rest of Saturday and most of Sunday trying to source the problem,
he would not get the car running again and was out for the weekend as well.

Geoff Whittaker then blasted past the Nissan of Anthony Macready on the run up to turn 16, and shortly
after Birol Cetin also went past Macready on the main straight. Steve Shiels was the next in line, and was
soon also past Macready as the cars circulated on their last lap.
With all the action going on behind him, Chris Jackson was having a lonely old time out in the lead, with
the Kumho Race Tyres/CSJ Engineering Calibra doing it easily. He would take the race win by 2 seconds
from Scott Reed and claim his first good dose of championship points in the process. Grant Doulman
survived some late pressure from Geoff Whittaker to claim 3 rd place, with Birol Cetin in the Camaro
rounding out the top 5.
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Race 2 – 4 Laps (Timed Race)
With the forecast of lots of miserable weather heading our way for Sunday, Sean Sullivan decided to pack
up the Corvette on Saturday and head home, not to be seen again this weekend. With no wet tyres for his
car, it worked out to be not such a silly decision. Heavy rain came in the early hours of the morning, but by
the time everyone got to the track to prepare their cars for Race 2, it was hanging off again but threatening.
As it turned out it stayed relatively dry, and with several other categories on before the Sports Sedans it
looked like the track would be dry enough to remain on slicks.
Glenn Pro’s engine mishap in the Supra on Saturday meant he was out, as was Jason Compton’s BMW,
which he and his crew were still trying to sort out. Mick Johnson turned up on Sunday morning and fired
up the Businessflyer.com.au Datsun Stanza, only to discover a broken exhaust header had somehow
materialised overnight. That saw him out for the day as well. Jeff Brown didn’t like the cloud cover and
decided not to risk heading out for Race 2, instead roasting his toes by the heater in his garage.
That left 17 Sports Sedans on the dummy grid, ready to hit the track. Of those, 14 were on slicks and just 3
drivers had gambled by putting wets on. Then, as happens in these 50/50 scenarios, it rained on the warmup lap. And that made things very slippery indeed.
When the race started Chris Jackson got away well in his Calibra, beating Scott Reed’s Pro-Cut Concrete
Mustang off the line and leading the field into turn 1. The Central West Driver Training Camaro of Steve
Shiels had a fantastic start and went from 6th to 2nd position by turn 1, running around the outside of Reed
as they hit the corner. All that gain turned to nothing, however, when he spun at turn 2 and ended up on the
grass, with the rest of the field filing past before he could get back on track.
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Anthony Macready didn’t have much luck in turn 2 either, with the engine of the Interlloy Pty Ltd Nissan
300ZX dying on the run from turn 1. When it happened he was already in the inside of the track, so could
do nothing but coast through turn 2, where the car then stopped on the uphill run just past the apex. As
Macready tells it, he didn’t even get the chance to drive it off the track and out of harm’s way (or, as
rumour in the pits has it, he didn’t want to drive it onto the wet grass and risk getting it dirty). All the cars
coming behind him managed to get around the obstacle without hassle, but a safety car was called and that
slowed everyone down while the stricken car was towed back to the paddock.
Just before the safety car boards came out, Andrew Leithhead selected the wrong gear in his GTA
Motorsport Alfetta coming into turn 4, having a mid-corner moment with a spin. Darrin Renouf was unable
to avoid him, despite heading for the grass, and the two cars had a bit of a bingle. Both regained the track
and were able to continue.

Grant Doulman thought it would be a good idea to keep his tyres warm while travelling behind the safety
car, but was a little over-zealous in carrying out the plan. He spun the Sinoco LED Factory Lighting
Commodore at the top of the circuit, and was well down the order by the time he regathered himself. By
that time the rain was getting heavier, with the track now quite wet, so the more laps they could do behind
the safety car, the better it would be for race leader Chris Jackson who, along with the majority of the field,
was skating around on slicks.

The safety car period was only 2 laps though, and once the field was released for what became a sprint to
the finish line, the 3 cars out there on wets came to the fore. Chris Jackson had no choice but to yield as the
faster cars each took their turn in catching and then passing him. He survived on the slicks until the end of
the race, finishing in 4th place.
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Geoff Whittaker found the going very slippery on slicks, spinning the Red’s Racing Service Commodore at
turn 3 and sliding just far enough of the track to clip the wall with the back of the car. The damage was
minor and he continued, but dropped from 6th position to last in the process.

Andy Cantrell was the first home and took the race win, with the Cantrell Motorsports Falcon crossing the
line some 5 seconds ahead of 2nd placed man Darrin Renouf in his Enviropress Commodore. Despite it
being his first event with NSW Sports Sedans, the years of racing experience under Peter McLeod’s belt
showed too, with the Slick 50 Racing Mazda RX7 coming in 3rd place.
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Race 3 – 5 Laps (Timed Race) Trophy Race
The rain, wind and cold had definitely set in for the afternoon, so there was no second guessing on tyres for
Race 3 – everyone was going to be on wets. Jeff Brown once again elected not to head onto the track,
although this time he at least had put his race suit on. Nobody knows whether that was to keep the rain off,
or a futile attempt to look hot and pick up girls. Jason Compton was also out again, with the engine hassles
in the BMW unable to be resolved. Geoff Whittaker also opted not to run, not willing to risk the
Commodore in the horrible conditions. Anthony Macready would have given it a go, but the Nissan had
other ideas. What was first thought to be a faulty battery switch turned out to be something more sinister,
although not yet thoroughly diagnosed. Whatever it was, the car was not going anywhere so he too was out.
So in all 15 cars would take to the track for the final, very wet race. Just to prove how treacherous it was
out there, the Mazda RX7 of Garry Stevens had a spin onto the grass at turn 4, but he managed to get back
on and find his way back to his grid position by the time the cars lined up under starter’s orders.
The Falcon of Andy Cantrell and the Commodore of Darrin Renouf shared the front row of the grid and
although they both had an alright start, the two guys on the second row did much better. Peter McLeod took
to the left side of the track while Chris Jackson took to the right, both overtaking the front row cars with
Jackson’s Calibra to the front by turn 1, closely followed by the Mazda RX7 of McLeod.
Birol Cetin had a slow start in his Billy’s Automotive Services Camaro, being gathered up by Stuart Inwood
and Simon Copping before they’d crossed the start line. By the time he got to turn 1, Cetin was also passed
by both Garry Stevens in the Stevens Security Group Mazda RX7 and the Central West Driver Training
Camaro of Steve Shiels. Grant Doulman didn’t start well from 13th grid position either, preferring to give
the rest of the field a 5-second head start.

As they headed into turn 1 for the first time Chris Jackson was comfortably in the lead, followed by Peter
McLeod, Darrin Renouf and Andy Cantrell. The Inwood Racing Falcon of Stuart Inwood was next, having
also passed the Mustang of Scott Reed. After Reed was Simon Copping, followed by Steve Shiels, Garry
Stevens and Birol Cetin.
After initially losing ground to both Darrin Renouf and Stuart Inwood, Andy Cantrell had a good run up
towards turn 2, getting up the inside of the Commodore of Renouf and forcing him wide, which also slowed
the Falcon of Stuart Inwood who had gone up the outside of Renouf, to make it three-wide into the corner.
Steve Shiels took advantage of the inside line being open, using it to gain ground and get up next to
Inwood.
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Coming out of the corner and heading to turn 3 Cantrell was now on the outside and lost ground, with
Renouf and Inwood both getting past him. The Camaro of Shiels also had a better run out of turn 2 and
passed Cantrell through turn 3. Shiels then had a stab up the inside of Inwood at turn 4, but was then hung
wide at turn 5 and had to settle in behind the Falcon for now. Scott Reed in his Pro-Cut Concrete Mustang
was behind Andy Cantrell’s Falcon, closely followed by the Industrie Commodore of Simon Copping.
Behind them Erik Gattermeier had a spin at turn 2 in the Stevens Security BMW, but the rest of the field
managed to avoid contact with him and he got underway again. Grant Doulman meanwhile was starting to
make his way forward, getting up the inside of Andrew Leithhead’s orange Alfetta at turn 5. Just behind
them, Birol Cetin was having a major struggle on wet tyres that were now a few years old. After only just
making it through turn 2, he now had a spin at turn 5. This was to be the beginning of a performance by
him that saw more pirouettes than Swan Lake in a race he would rather forget. In the end he would finish
last and 1 lap down, hardly what he was hoping for when he came into this round with a good points lead in
the championship.

Up the front of the field Chris Jackson was having a better time, with a clear track and a clear windscreen
helping him to stay ahead of Peter McLeod’s Mazda RX7. Darrin Renouf was still running 3rd as they
headed for turn 16, closely followed by the Falcon of Stuart Inwood, which was already starting to suffer
with a fogged up windscreen after his demister blower died. Just behind them Simon Copping got past
Scott Reed’s Mustang at turn 15, and it wasn’t long before Reed was also unable to see through his
windscreen as the fog covered the inside of it.

Both Reed and Inwood would lose time and in Reed’s case positions too, due to being unable to see
through the windscreen. They each dealt with the problem differently – Reed being guided around the track
by his trusty and able crew member Kevin Cull (“turn left now Scott”; “if you can feel the ripple strip
you’re at the corner mate”). That was enough to enable him to at least finish and salvage valuable
championship points, which would pay dividends at the end of the day, particularly with the bad run that
Birol Cetin was having.
Stuart Inwood meanwhile, came up with a different solution to the problem. I’m not going to describe it in
detail, but let’s just say the level of ingenuity involved was amazing, and Inwood managed to not only clear
his windscreen and finish the race in 5th place, but was also able to provide simply the most hilarious in-car
video that Sports Sedans have ever produced. If you haven’t seen it already, head to our website and check
out the Videos tab.
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When they got onto the main straight Steve Shiels passed Inwood to be in 4 th position, then set about
hounding the Commodore of Darrin Renouf. Grant Doulman was still working his way forward, passing
Scott Reed at turn 2 and then the Ripplestrip Motorsport Commodore of Steve Lacey at turn 3.

Andrew Leithhead and Ed Kreamer got involved in a great race for Division 3 honours, with the Alfetta
and the Lancer dicing, sliding and neck-and-neck for several laps. Kreamer managed to get a good run out
of turn 18 and got past Leithhead as they entered the main straight, then built a bit of a gap by the time they
hit turn 1. He was somewhat perplexed when Leithhead was back in front of him as they exited the turn
though – due to Leithhead pulling off a move we have seen from him here in the rain before, passing
Kreamer’s Lancer around the outside of turn 1. Their duel continued throughout the race, with the GTA
Motorsport Alfetta finishing in 9th place, just 3/10ths ahead of Kreamer, who managed a Top Ten finish in
this his first ever race event.

Up ahead of them Steve Shiels had been applying pressure to Darrin Renouf, but it was only once they got
onto the main straight that the extra power of the blue Camaro was able to be unleashed, and Shiels moved
up into 3rd position and commenced chasing down the Mazda RX7 of Peter McLeod. A lap later and again
on the main straight, Shiels had a go at passing McLeod. The Mazda was nearly a match for the Camaro, so
Shiels wasn’t able to make it passed, and ducked back in behind to maintain 3 rd position through turn 1.

Ahead of them Chris Jackson was having a great race out in front, maintaining good speed and the gap over
Peter McLeod. By now it was getting darker and the rain was really falling, with channels of water running
across the track in some places. The conditions were getting worse for everyone, but Birol Cetin was still
suffering the most, having yet another spin at turn 3 that would see him lapped by Chris Jackson as he
regained the track. On the main straight again, Steve Shiels got a better run over Peter McLeod this time,
passing him cleanly and having the inside run through turn 1.
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Although there was a fair gap ahead to Chris Jackson, that would soon be diminished dramatically when the
Calibra caught the much slower Mazda RX7 of Garry Stevens and was slowed up in the process of trying to
lap him. That allowed Steve Shiels to close up, with Peter McLeod still a close 3rd behind him. All three
cars managed to get past Stevens, then had a close race for the last lap. But it was Chris Jackson’s race,
claiming 1st place by 1½ seconds from Shiels, with McLeod claiming 3rd place.

The mixed results from this weekend had an impact on the championship point score, with Birol Cetin
maintaining his lead, but only by 1 point from Scott Reed. Stuart Inwood’s persistence through the
adversity of the last race also helped, allowing him to maintain his 3rd place on the table. Grant Doulman
and Steve Shiels are only a few points behind him though, so the battle for the championship is very much
on.
Wakefield Park will play host to Round 3 of the Kumho Tyres NSW Sports Sedan Championship.
Seriously, why would you want to race anywhere else?
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*** To view hundreds more of the excellent photos of Round 2 provided by Koen Photo, go to:
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/iz4sj2vcl5c2vck/u-xlfKeYQG
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2013 Best Presented Award
Thanks to the generosity of our club sponsors, 2013 again sees the awarding of a “Best Presented”
prize. The award includes a perpetual trophy and an individual trophy each year. To be eligible all you
have to do is turn up and race, having put a little pride and preparation into your beloved Sports Sedan.
An independent judge will allocate points at each round of the championship for the cars and
teams deemed to be best presented, with the winning car being that with the most accumulated
points over the year.
My apologies for not including this segment for the opening round. The Best Presented recipients for
Round 1 were:
Simon Copping
Chris Jackson
Steve Shiels

3 points
2 points
1 point

The Best Presented recipients for Round 2 are:
Scott Reed
Jeff Brown
Anthony Macready

3 points
2 points
1 point
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Invite to Race in Queensland
An invitation has been extended by the Queensland Racing Driver’s Association for NSW Sports Sedan
competitors to enter one of their championship rounds at Morgan Park in August/September. QRDA are
offering discounted entry fees to our members. Further details are in the invitation from President Chris
Donnelly below.
All NSW Sports Sedan competitors are encouraged to enter the Queensland round – it is your chance to
race your car at an exciting, different circuit and mix it up with our interstate friends. The Queensland
event fits neatly into our calendar with a good gap between Rounds 3 & 4. If you intend to enter please
contact our Interstate Liaison Officer, Nick Smith. The Supplementary Regulations are posted on our
website in the Events section.
I hope things are well south of our border!!
Our club, the Queensland Racing Drivers Association Inc. is conducting Round 3 of the QLD
State Championship at Morgan Park, Warwick on the weekend of August 31st/September 1st,
2013.
This gives us a bit of flexibility to offer some incentive to interstaters and we would like to offer
NSW and VIC competitors a Half Price Entry to our event.
We have an entry fee of $295.00 for our QLD guys, but more than happy to offer a $150.00 entry
fee to competitors who are members of the NSW and VIC Sports Sedan Associations.
Garages are also very inexpensive at $80.00 for the three day weekend.
Up at Morgan Park, we run the MyLaps Timing system, competitors pay a security deposit of
$100.00 which is refundable on return of the Transponder at the end of the meeting.
For those that haven’t been to Morgan Park, it is a terrific layout, a bit of a mix of Wakefield
Park/Winton and some nice fast sweepers down the back. Diff Ratio for a 700 Series Rear Tyre is
in the 3.9:1 range.
We're keen to get some cars up here, if there is anything else we can do to provide some
incentive, please let me know.
I've attached the approved Supp. Regs., Entry Form and Targeted Scrutiny Declaration for any
interested competitors.
Regards,
Chris Donnelly
President QRDA inc. (ASSA QLD).
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Major Sponsor for 2013 and Beyond
Kumho Tyres has come on board as our major sponsor in 2013. The signing of a new major sponsor is
testament to the fact that NSW Sports Sedans is heading in the right direction in terms of competitor
numbers, quality of racing and management of our category in this state.
The sponsorship deal includes the following:






Permanently discounted tyres for all registered members (see the price list below)
A new set of tyres for each of the three Division winners in 2013
All windscreen banners and stickers supplied
Trackside support provided by Peak Race Tyres at all Sports Sedan race meetings in NSW
The continued research and sourcing of other tyre sizes suitable for Sports Sedans

This represents an excellent deal for our category, our club and our members. As with previous years, a
condition of the sponsorship will be the inclusion of Kumho Tyres windscreen banners and stickers on all
cars. Details of this will be included in the 2013 NSW Sports Sedan Championship Regulations, as well as
future newsletters.
One of the main attractions of Sports Sedans has always been the freedom of the rules and as soon as we
start to over-control things and take away choices, we lose what Sports Sedans are supposed to be about.
Kumho Tyres recognises this and therefore we are not introducing a control tyre as part of the deal. Not all
tyre sizes are able to be catered for as yet, but all members are encouraged to take advantage of the
excellent pricing now on offer to our category and support Kumho Tyres in supporting us.
The discounted tyre deal applies to financial members of ASSA NSW, who are registered in the 2013 NSW
Sports Sedan Championship – a good excuse to get your 2013 membership done early!
If you would like tyres for a race meeting please pre-order them at least 4 days in advance so that the guys
from Peak Race Tyres can estimate how many tyres to bring on the truck. Tyres can be pre-fitted on rims if
the rims are delivered to Peak Race Tyres at Parramatta in the week prior to a race meeting. At the track
payment for tyres can be made in cash or by EFTPOS.
Once again, all Sports Sedan competitors are encouraged to take advantage of the excellent deal put in
place for our members in 2013. Contact David or James at Peak Race Tyres to order your Kumho slicks.
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KUMHO S700 Racing Slicks Range
Tyre
Width
O/A

Tread
Width

Revs/Km

Normal
Price
Incl
GST

Sports
Sedans
Price
Incl
GST

Size

Rim
Size

Type

O/A
Dia

200/580/R15

7.5-8.5"

Hard

580

229

213

530

$300.00

$275.00

225/50/R16

8-10.5"

Hard

635

254

235

516

$390.00

$360.00

240/610/R17

8-9"

Hard

610

252

240

522

$420.00

$385.00

280/680/R17

9-11"

Hard

683

300

270

466

$475.00

$440.00

225/640/R18

8.5-10"

Hard

640

236

228

497

$420.00

$385.00

245/645/R18

9-10.5

Hard

643

254

245

495

$420.00

$390.00

280/650/R18

9-11"

Medium

650

290

260

490

$470.00

$430.00

280/680/R18

9-11"

Hard

683

300

270

466

$490.00

$450.00

310/710/R18

12-13.5"

Hard

708

349

315

$520.00

$490.00

Peak Race Tyres can be found at:
80 Macarthur Street
Parramatta NSW 2151
Ph. 02 9683 5577
Fax 02 9630 0687
www.peakrpm.com

More information about Kumho racing tyres can be found at:
www.kumho.com.au/motorsports
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2013 Round Dates
The dates listed below are now confirmed.
DATE
8 -9th February

CIRCUIT
Mt. Panorama, Bathurst

27th-28th April

EVENT
12-hour Support Races
(Stand Alone Event)
Round 1

22nd-23rd June

Round 2

Sydney Motorsport Park

10th-11th August

Round 3

Wakefield Park

21st-22nd September

Round 4

Sydney Motorsport Park

9th-10th November

Round 5

Sydney Motorsport Park
(North Circuit)

th

Wakefield Park

The Muscle Car Masters event will not be part of the 2013 calendar for Sports Sedans. However, we have
been advised that NSW Sports Sedans will receive an invite to the 2014 MCM event. Details regarding that
will be published at a later date.

Series Sponsor and Windscreen Banners
Kumho Tyres will be the major sponsor of the NSW Sports Sedan State Championship in 2013.
As part of the 2013 Championship Regulations all cars competing for State Championship points must
display a sponsor windscreen banner and stickers above the numbers on each side of the car.
In addition a number of Round Sponsors are supporting Sports Sedans again in 2013. Stickers from each of
the round sponsors should also be on display on every car, in addition to the new club logo and our website
address. Stickers and windscreen banners will be supplied to anyone who needs them throughout the year.
Jeff Brown will have all windscreen banners and sponsor stickers at Round 2. Please go and see Jeff and
collect your stickers prior to the qualifying session. If you would like to get hold of the stickers and banners
prior to the round to enable them to be placed on the car beforehand, please give Jeff a call and he will
arrange to get them to you.
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Classes/Divisions for 2013
Just a reminder about the class points system for the 2013 Club Championship.
Once again in 2013 there are three divisions, based on lap times. Research conducted into results over the
last couple of years has aided in determining the division times, which are based on Eastern Creek GP
circuit lap times, with equivalent times calculated for the other NSW circuits.
The divisions are:

Division 1
Division 2
Division 3

SMP GP
Under 1:37.00
1:37.00 to 1:42.00
Over 1:42.00

SMP Extended
Under 2:03.00
2:03.00 to 2:08.00
Over 2:08.00

SMP North
Under 1:07.00
1:07.00 to 1:10.00
Over 1:10.00

Wakefield Park
Under 1:03.00
1:03.00 to 1:06.00
Over 1:06.00

Therefore it doesn’t matter what type of car you are driving (i.e. Space Frame or Floor Pan), how fast you
go determines what division you run in and you should (in theory) be on track racing amongst drivers who
are competing for the same division points.
Divisions will generally be allocated based on the qualifying session from Round 1. Of course, there may
be some issues with cars or other factors that will provide an inaccurate gauge of some lap times. The
committee may re-allocate some drivers into another division based on prior results and lap times in dry
conditions.
Similarly, any driver who wishes to be placed in a higher division can request this through the committee –
so if you know that Round 1 is not going to show the true potential of your car but that you will be
improving throughout the season, you can opt to move up a division in advance.
Changes to divisions will only occur after Round 1 in exceptional circumstances, as the Division point
scores will be affected if changes are made later in the season.
If you missed Round 1 the committee will allocate an appropriate division for later rounds based on
historical performance and current, matching lap times from any of the circuits.
The committee will also allocate further classes within the three divisions should there be enough
competitors. For example if we get a few historic Sports Sedans, some ex-V8 Supercars, or a contingent of
utes or trucks running for the season then class points will be allocated and a class trophy awarded at the
end of the season.
The State Championship will still be decided on outright points and in this regard remains unchanged.

Point Scores
The point scores for both the State Championship and the Club Championship will be calculated in the
same way as last year – 20 points for 1st place, 18 points for 2nd place, 16 points for third place and then 15
points down to 1 point for the next 15 places.
For the State Championship points will be allocated on an outright basis for each of the three races at each
round. The fastest qualifier at each round will also be allocated two (2) points.
For the Club Championship points will be allocated for each Division and will include qualifying and each
of the three races at each round. Therefore if you happen to qualify well but the rest of your weekend goes
awry, you still walk away with some points from the round. Class points will also be allocated in this way.
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Division 3 Sponsorship Support
Round sponsor and regular photographic contributors Koen Photo will again provide extra support to NSW
Sports Sedans in 2013 by supplying trophies and other benefits for Division 3 competitors. The NSW
Committee has been looking at ways to attract more Division 3 competitors and build upon the class, and
the support from Koen Photo has gone a long way to achieving this.
Koen Photo will be awarding 1st, 2nd and 3rd place trophies for each of the five State Championship rounds,
then top 3 trophies for the year at the Presentation Night. They will also be making a special
“Encouragement Award” to someone in Division 3.
The NSW Committee is very grateful to Koen Photo for their ongoing support and in particular their push
to improve Division 3 again in 2013.
If you are a Division 3 competitor or would like to be, please contact the Committee through Erik
Gattermeier or Nick Smith, or simply turn up and race!
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Round Sponsorship
A number of businesses provided financial support to the ASSA and the championship in 2012 as Round
Sponsors. Negotiations are currently underway to secure some more round sponsors for next year.
Advertisements for our sponsors appear throughout the newsletters and on our cars at each round of the
championship. The committee would like to thank the following businesses:

CNC Engineering Services
Unit 3, 144 Old Bathurst Road, Emu Plains 2750
Ph. 02 4735 7214 Fax 02 4735 7231
Email:
sales@agmengineering.com.au

Financial Planning - Illawarra & South Coast NSW

-

Motorsport Driveline Components
Limited Slip Differentials
Competition transmissions
Phone: (02) 9879 4839
Web: www.drexler-motorsport.com.au
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Classifieds and Merchandise
The Classifieds and the Merchandise sections are now located on the website. If you would like to place an
advertisement in the classifieds, please complete the form on the website and submit it to Sean Sullivan.
All apparel and merchandise items are now shown on the website, with pricing details.
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